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BRAND GUIDELINES
Full color revers logo
Full color horisontal logo
Full color vertical logo
Brand icon on white background

1.1.1 | Full sign
example
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2 | Vertical logo
Full color example
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3 | Horizontal logo
Full color example
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5 | brand icon a light background.
Full color example
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Go....
Together

Metaphor
Basic elements
Brand color schemes
Revesed logo
Minimum Clear Space
Incorrect Usage
Corporate Fonts

		

7 | Metaphor
Full color example

Go Together

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES
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8 | Basic elements

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

principal element

The Lazzypay logo is the principal element of our
identity. Its consistent and controlled use is one
of the most important factors contributing to a
strong and unified corporate image. The sold color
combination Pink-red..

The logo retains symbolism
and stylistic decisions for the elements.

Full Colour Version on Preferred
Background Colour (white)
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9 | Brand color schemes

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

Full color example

Horizonal Brandmark

Vertical Brandmark

Lazzypay color combination of main symbols Pink -red
and background (white)

version -02
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The corporate colours are:
Lazzypay which is matched to
PANTONE ® * 192 C.

Pentone -cool gray 10c
*Pantone, Inc.’s check-standard
trademark for colour reproduction
and colour reproduction materials.

Full-Colour Version on Preferred
Background Colour (white)

10 | Brand color schemes
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Full color example

Horizonal Brandmark

Vertical Brandmark

Lazzypay color combination of main symbols
Reverse-Colour - background solid Pink-red

version -02
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The corporate colours are:
Lazzypay which is matched to
PANTONE ® * 192 C.
*Pantone, Inc.’s check-standard
trademark for colour reproduction
and colour reproduction materials.

Reverse-Colour Version on Preferred
Background Colour (Pink-red)

11 | Brand color schemes
Full color example

100%

90%

The corporate colours are:
Lazzypay which is matched to
PANTONE ® * 192 C.
*Pantone, Inc.’s check-standard
trademark for colour reproduction
and colour reproduction materials.
Pentone -cool gray 10c

The corporate colours are:
Lazzypay which is matched to
Color Hex RGB

Or by using four colour process
C:0 M:98 Y:60 K:2

Or by using four colour process
C: 59 M:47 Y:42 K:31

BRAND Lazzypay GUIDELINES
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12 | Brand color schemes
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Full color example

192

Secondary Color
Black-100%

C=15 M=100 Y=100 K=0
Gradient

Or by using four colour process
C=0 M=98 Y=60 K=0 2
C=15 M=100 Y=100 K=0
Gradient

C=59 M=47 Y=42 K=31
Balck -100%
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13 | Revesed logo

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

Full color example

Revesed logo

The Lazzypay logo should appear in the corporate colours whenever possible. However, it is
recognised that at times it will be necessary to reverse the logo out of a darker colour. The
following guidelines have been established for this purpose.

MONO REVERSE color

ONE COLOR REVERSE LOGOS

MONO COLOR

REVERSE COLOR LOGOS

TWO COLOR LOGO

DUAL COLOR
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14 | Minimum Clear Space
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principal element

Version 01

Height of
Logo

Version 02

x-height
Distance with name
and icon

MINIMUM CLEAR SPACE

Always allow a minimum clear space equal to the height
(x) of letter ‘z ’ from‘LOGO

This must never be reproduced less than 50 pxl.

lOGO ICON
WITH MINIMUM CLEAR SPACE

50. pxl.

Brand Character can be defined as the set of human
attributes and characteristics associated with the brand
giving it a unique personality

MINIMUM SIZE

100. pxl.

15 | Incorrect Usage

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

Full color example

THE BRAND INCORRECT USAGE

Do not alter or recreate the Brandmark Here are examples of incorrrect
use. The same rules apply for all Brandmark options. Always use the
approved master artwork.

DO NOT CHANGE THE
SPACAL RELATIONSHIP

DO NOT CHANGE THE
COLOER

DO NOT CHANGE THE
PROPORTIONS

DO NOT COMPRMISE
LEGIBILITY

DO NOT ALTER

DO NOT ROTATE
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16 | CORPORATE Fonts
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Fonts & Typography

Brand Elements
Typography

Lazzypay
Lojjoj0iikjkihihmlm
1234=P=PLP,,L

As a Concert One Regular.
and modern. Its geometry is
balanced, and its soft angles
express friendliness. It has
character, but is not flashy,
trendy or awkward. It plays
well as a neutral support
element for messaging and
partner brands. Use your
brand’s typeface to
complement Lazzypay’s
assets.

Lazzypay
akpkok9j9j9k-oj9u9kj9u99jgfdr
AIIY8T7TYIPOO-OL[L;JHUGYFTD
1234987665008765E5W4RD

Brand associate font
Concert One Regular.
Do not use all caps

akpkok9j9j9k-oj9u9kj9u99jgfdr
AIIY8T7TYIPOO-OL[L;JHUGYFTD
1234987665

THE CORPORATE
FONTS & TYPOGRAPHY
Montserrat
Bold, Regular, Light

font Available in:

akpkok9j9j9k-oj9u9kj9u99jgfdr
AIIY8T7TYIPOO-OL[L;JHUGYFTD
12349876645658708-9-5

www.fhttps://fonts.google.com/specimen/Concert+One
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat

Desktop
Use for any kind of static designs, in print,
for logos, products and more.

Web
Use as a self-hosted font on your website.

Digital Ads, App, ePub, Server
Use in HTML digital ads, e-books, servers
and more
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Using logo in website & apps
Print / stationery
Digital | Icon
Social Media Style Guide
surfaces | Stamp
Brand Installations
Promotion gifts
Applying for Usage

		

18 | Using logo in web & apps
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web & apps icon example
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Mobile Apps icon

550-Pixels

Used in the title of the desktop version of
the site, in the documentation and help.

19 | Print / stationery
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letterhead xamples
Letterhead

If you are producing Lazzypay letterheads,
please always adhere to the specif ications
provided.
All stationery details have been carefully
designed and should never be altered
color should be printed brand identity
color scheme

Address Details:
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20 | Print / stationery

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

Logo & Typography example
Business Card

Envelopes

The business card size is 90 mm x 50 mm

DL size is 110mm x 210mm, C5 size is 162mm x 229mm.
The envelope size (shown) is 110mm x 210mm

color should be printed brand identity color
scheme

color should be printed brand identity color
scheme

If you are producing Lazzypay business
cards, please always adhere to the
specif ications provided.

If you are producing Lazzypay envelopes, please
always adhere to the specif ications provided.

Address Details:

www.secbullion.com

lazzypay.com

Address Details:
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21 | Digital | Icon
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soical media examples

Used in the Lazzy pay icon
in soical media platf rom

Lazzypay

buy
now
pay
later
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22 | Social Media Style Guide
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Social Media Styl eexample

buy
buy
now
now
pay
pay
later
later

buy
now
pay
later
Lazzypay
Lazzy pay

Social Media Style Guide for Your Brand
Align Your Social Media Prof iles. ...
Document Your Brand›s Tone and Voice. ...
Create Posting Guidelines. ...
Set Image Guidelines. ...
Including hashtags in posts

buy
now
pay
later
SECBullion - SEC

Lazzypay.com
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23 | Corporate imagery

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

Corporate image photos examples
Corporate imagery

corporate image photos that directly
display a Freedom theme.
logo vertical and suitable position

buy
now
pay
later

buy
now
pay
later
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24 | Corporate Advertsing
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Advertising example
Corporate Advertsing

Corporate advertising, also known as
institutional advertising, is advertising by
a company or organization that attempts
to create an image, address an issue or
communicate with specif ic audiences,

buy
now
pay
later
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25 | mass e-mail / e-mail sign

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES

e-mail Template examples

buy
now
pay
later

JACOB TOMAS
IT Manager
Tel: +973 -17 678 001
Office 22, Building 872, Road 3618, Block 436
Al Seef, Kingdom of Bahrain

info@lazzypay.com | www.lazzypay.com

fIX
NOW
PAY LATER

JACOB TOMAS
IT Manager
Tel: +973 -17 678 001
Office 22, Building 872, Road 3618, Block 436
Al Seef, Kingdom of Bahrain

info@lazzypay.com | www.lazzypay.com
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26 | Car branding
car branding examples

BRAND LAZZYPAY GUIDELINES
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27 | Promotion gifts
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Name tag / Cap examples

MR: JACOB
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28 | Promotion gifts
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Bag / Cap example

Lazzypay.com
Lazzypay.com
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29 | Promotion T- SHIRT
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Printed T-Shirt

Lazzypay.com
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30 | Applying for Usage
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Brand mark format

Brand Mark:
Applying for Usage
•

The ‘Helping to deliver the’ brand mark variant is available in all formats and will be sent to you upon
approved application to use.

•

Use the correct format for your usage. For print the brand mark format should be EPS, for web the brand
mark format should be

•

GIF and for PowerPoint the brand mark format should be JPG.
To apply for usage, please contact:
info@lazzypay.com / www.lazzypay.com

LAZZY PAY
Off ice 22, Building 872, Road 3618, Block 436
Al Seef, Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: +973 -17 678 001
When applying for usage of the LAZZYPAY brand mark, please include details of your organisation, Many
thanks for your support.
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Lazzypay.com

Merchant / partner
Branding guidelines

Keep it Real
Our Values

Surprises
Our Values

Freedom
Our Purpose

Our Purpose

Do not place the logo on a background
that will render it illegible
Do not use the wordmark
without the icon

Do not outline the logo

Do not add a gradient fill
to the logo

1
2
3
4

Our Brand icon
Elements

Lazzypay Brand Elements
Our Badge
Our Badge

Black on Lazzypay Bondi Mint
Use this version - This is Lazzypay primary usage for our badge

Alternative versions below are allowed. Use version that will be most legible on your site.
If your site has a light background, use the Black Badge options.
If your website is dark, use the White Badge.

Lazzypay Brand Elements
Our Loop Icon
Alternative versions may be used. Same rules apply
from the previous page on the Logo.

App Icon Use this version

Sticker Use this version

Lazzypay Brand Elements
Our Loop Icon
Clearspace

Use Lazzypay Badge as your primary option. When
using the Lazzypay logo lock-up, use specified
clearspace to ensure the integrity and impact of the
Lazzypay logo. It is important to leave space to
breathe. An exception to this is when sitting
alongside text and price breakdown.

Height of
Logo

x-height

Minimum Size

For both digital and print, use the minimum sizes
indicated below for small-scale applications of the
LazzypayLogo, Badge, Sticker and App Icon.

83.px / 35.mm

102. px / 49mm

43.px /67mm

43.px /67mm

Lazzypay Brand Elements
Our Logo Lock-up
Alternative combinations below are allowed. Select the logo
that has the most contrast to the background for optimal
legibility. If the background of your website is light, use
the Pink&Black logo. If your website is dark, use the logo in
White.

Different
logos
for different
purposes

BRANDING ICON

Brand recognition is a powerful factor for any creative business. Brand
recognition boosts sales, grows engagement and increases brand loyalty.
One of my top tips in improving brand recognition is utilizing custom
brand graphics. The use of icons are especially great for brand recognition
as they can communicate messages quickly, grab attention and can be
used in a multitude of ways. For example, blog category icons can be
used on your sidebar, social media graphics or archives page.

Lazzypay on
Your Website

Shop now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Some easy ways to show that you offerLazzypay.
It’s important to employ simple and clean
solutions, as these strips and banners will sit
within branded web pages and need to coexist
in various designs.
1. Keep strips and banners simple with clear and short
messages.
2. Background colors can be chosen from the provided
palette.

Banners

Shop now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

3. Keep logo and typography in mono version (Black or White)
accordingly to achieve contrast with the background.
4. Try to maintain some clearspace around the logo, while
keeping it as large and legible as possible in the space.
5. When typography and logo sit on top of a photo, choose a
photo that has negative space in order to allow good legibility.
6. Where practical given available space with your Lazzypay
promotions that include copy about Lazzypay terms, a
disclaimer must be shown as close as possible to the copy. If
space is not available due to size limitations and the promo
links to a landing page.

Shop now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

Payment Method

Shop now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

Arrival Page:
Top Strip
Shop now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Shop now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Shop now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Shop now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Arrival Page:
Banners

Shop now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Small Digital Banner
480x253px

Buy now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

Banners

Buy now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

Buy now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

Buy now. Pay later. Always interest-free.

Leaderboard Digital Banner
745x90px
Buy now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

Buy now. Pay later.
Always interest-free.

SKINCARE

MAKEUP

HAIR

NATURAL

SHOP

CATEGORIES

BRANDS

Status Member Get Free Shipping for a Year
Join Today

Buy now.
Pay later.
Always
interest-free.

Explaining
How
Lazzypay
Works

How it Works

Lazzypay offers installment plans for online
shoppers Buy what you want today,pay it in four
installments,interest-free

Add your
favorites to cart

Select Lazzpay
at chechout

Lag into or create your
Lazzypay account, with
instant approval decision

Your purchose will be
split into 4payments,

Frequently asked questions about lazzypay

SKINCARE

MAKEUP

HAIR

NATURAL

SHOP

CATEGORIES

BRANDS

Frequently asked questions about lazzypay

Frequently
Asked
Questions
by Customers

What is Lazzypay?

When will my items be delivered if I use Lazzypay?
lazzypay orders are delivered as per our standard
shipping time frame after you complete your
order online.

How do I use Lazzypay?
Simply shop online or in-store (where available) and
add items to your shopping bag and checkout as
normal. At the checkout choose Lazzypay as your
payment method. First-time customers will need to
register with Lazzypay and provide payment details,
as usual, returning customers simply log in to make
their purchase. It’s that easy!

Is there a limit to how much I can spend on a single
transaction?
Yes, transaction value limits apply to purchases made on
the retailer website using Lazzypay

Lazzypay is a service that allows you to make
purchases now and pay for them in 4 payments
made every month without any interest.

Please note that all items in your shopping bag must
be eligible for Lazzypay. A minimum purchase
amount may apply and you must meet additional
eligibility requirements to qualify.

How do I return or exchange an item purchased
using Lazzypay?
If you have changed your mind, you can return your
Lazzypay purchase in-store or by mail for a refund. Please
check that your return or exchange meets our Return
policy here. Lazzypay will be notified of your return and will
process the appropriate refunds. Please do not return
your purchase to Lazzypay

Where can I use Lazzypay?
Lazzypay can only be applied to purchases made on
the retailer website or in-store (where available).

If you believe there is fault or concern with your Lazzypay
purchase payment, please contact Lazzypay
customer support at info@lazzypay.com

How does the payment schedule work?
All customers are required to make their first
payment at the time of purchase, with the remaining
three payments deducted every month from your
chosen payment method. If you choose to make
additional payments before your scheduled pay
dates, you may do so through your Lazzypay account.
You can log in to your Lazzypay account to view your
payment schedule and make a payment before the
due date if you choose to do.

Where can I find out more about Lazzypay ?
If you would like to know more about Lazzypay,
visit the Lazzypay website www. Lazzypay.com for
a comprehensive list of FAQs, terms as well as
Lazzypay ’s Privacy Policy, which can be found at
www.lazzypay.com/privacy-policy.
If you have any questions about your Lazzypay account,
please contactv directly via a web.
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How it Works

Lazzypay offers installment plans for online
shoppers Buy what you want today,pay it in four
installments,interest-free

Lazzypay is a service that allows you to make purchases now and pay
for them in 4 payments made every month without any interest.

Add your
favorites to
cart

How it Works

Lazzypay offers installment plans
for online shoppers Buy what you want
today,pay it in four installments
,interest-free

Add your
favorites to cart

Select Lazzpay
at chechout
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account, with
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will be split into
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Lazzypay is a service that allows you to make purchases now and pay
for them in 4 payments made every month without any interest.
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Lazzypay offers installment plans for online
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installments,interest-free

Lazzypay is a service that allows you to make purchases now and pay
for them in 4 payments made every month without any interest.
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How it Works

Lazzypay offers installment plans
for online shoppers Buy what you want
today,pay it in four installments
,interest-free

Add your
favorites to cart

Select Lazzpay
at chechout

Lag into or create
yourLazzypay
account, with
instant approval
decision

Your purchose
will be split into
4payments,

Lazzypay is a service that allows you to make
purchases now and pay for them in 4 payments
made every month without any interest.

Select Lazzpay
at chechout

Lag into or create
yourLazzypay
account, with
instant approval
decision

Your purchose
will be split into
4payments,

Lazzypay is a service that allows you to make purchases now and pay
for them in 4 payments made every month without any interest.

lazzypay pdp

Product Page
SKINCARE

MAKEUP

HAIR

NATURAL

SHOP

CATEGORIES

BRANDS

Listing Page
or4 payments - interest free-

SKINCARE

MAKEUP

HAIR

NATURAL

or4 payments - interest free-more info

or4 payments - interest free-more info

SHOP

CATEGORIES

BRANDS

or4 payments - interest free-more info

or4 payments - interest free-more info

or4 payments - interest free-more info

or4 paym

more info

Listing Page

HOME

ASIVIO EARBUDS

ASIVIO ONEX PRO

WIRELESS EARBUDS

$499
or4 interest -free- Instaollments of 24.75$by

Checkout with
By cliking checkeout with Lazzypay you agree to the
Terms & Conditions

Checkout Simple

Merchant Website

Continue Shopping

Secure Checkout

Ship or Pick Up > Payment > Review

Shipping Address

Payment Method

Order Summary

Jane Citizen
Main Street 123
10001 New York, NY

)1( Items
Shipping
Order total

160$
0$
160$

You will be redirected to Lazzypay website to fill out your payment information. You will be
redirected to our site to complete your order. Please note: Lazzypay can only be used as a
payment method for orders with a shipping and billing address

Payment Method

Order Summary
Subtotal
Shipping
Tax

Credit Card

Total

160.00$
0.00$
0.00$
160.00$

Proceed to Lazzypay

Or

in 4 payments of 40.00$. Info

$40.00

First installment

$40.00

4 week later

$40.00

8 week later

Terms & Conditions

Proceed to Lazzypay

$40.00

12 week later

THE NEW
LAZZYPAY
APP.

login

login

login

How it works

How it works

How it works

Buy now Pay later

Buy now Pay later

How it Work
Signing up is simple.
No long applications or complicated
terms & conditions. Have your email, phone number,
address, DOB, and debit/credit card handy—that’s it.

Get what you need right now.

Make your first payment today and the rest over 12
weeks. It really is that simple.

Manage with smart limits.

Beauty

Life Style

Fashion

Check your available spend and stay within budget.
And spend wisely with limits that gradually increase
with on-time payments.

We’ve got your back.

We’ll send reminders, so you never miss

Social
Examples:

Social
Examples: Promo

€99.00

€83.00

Weekend offer

Weekend offer

Now Avilable

Now Avilable

€1400.00
Weekend offer

Now Avilable

Social
Examples: Educate

Buy now

Buy now

Pay later
Pay later

In 4 instoullment
In 4 instoullment

Buy now
Pay later
Always
Interest - free

Promoting
LAZZYpay in Email
Buy now Pay later
Always Interest - free

Buy now Pay later
Always Interest - free

Buy now Pay later
Always Interest - free

25% off
all orders
Stock up on your WafiApps at 25% off*
Online onliy, T&Cs and exclusions apply.

Buy now pay later ,pay in 4 interst -free
instolement with Lazzypay

say hi ’

to lazzypay

asivio one premium
true wireless earbuds

asivio one premium
true wireless earbuds

Get to your wafiApps
Now onliy 4 Instoulments
of $10 by Lazzypay

buy now
pay later
Buy now
Pay later

15% off
In 4 instoullment
all orders

asivio one premium
true wireless earbuds

asivio one premium
true wireless earbuds

buy
now
pay
later

buy
now
pay
later

lazzypay.com

